
After producing calligraphic art and official documents for 30 years I have now converted my
traditional calligraphy into digital calligraphy. It gives the look of conventional calligraphy but is less
time consuming to produce and is therefore less expensive for the client. It has a wide range of
applications including artwork for certificates.

On the following pages are illustrations based on work I have produced in the past. If you would like
to commission me to create similar work please e-mail me with the number of the illustration, or send
text etc for any new artwork you wish me to create and I shall send you a quotation.

If you decide to go ahead you will receive a proof before the final artwork is sent.

It is also comparatively easy to add heraldry and photographs, floral borders, Scottish clan crest
badges, etc. to the document.
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Mock up using digital calligraphy of
The Royal Warrant granting Perth City status.

Mock up using digital calligraphy of
Edinburgh Freedom Scroll
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david@davidallanartist.com
Please send me your ideas or email to arrange a Telephone or Zoom call to discuss.

From the original
document produced
using traditional
calligraphy.

Certificates can also be hand produced using traditional methods  on vellum (calfskin).

From the original
document produced
using traditional
calligraphy.
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https://www.davidallanartist.com/practicalcalligraphy
https://www.davidallanartist.com/pdf
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 On the following pages are illustrations of work I have
produced in the past. If you would like to commission
me to create similar work please e-mail me with the
number of the illustration for more information, or send
text etc for any new artwork you wish me to create and I
shall send you a quotation.

Mock up using digital calligraphy of  of letters patent from the Court of the Lord Lyon.

 Appropriate Seals can also be  supplied.
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Mock up using digital calligraphy of Heraldry certificate.
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Mock up
using digital
Calligraphy.
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YOU MAY LIKE TO CONTACT ME TO DISICUSS

How do you want the information? I can work from your written layout but I
would have to engage a typist to type up the entries which will add to the cost. It is
best if you supply the names etc typed up in “galley” form and sent as a document file
or a pdf.
Can I include photographs? YES - also suitable heraldry, floral borders and Clan
Crest badges etc can be added. I have artwork for more than 300 badges.
Can I get a quote? YES. Email your copy and instructions. Including required size
How will I receive the artwork? I send a PDF which your local print shop will be
able to print. This gives you the option obtaining extra copies,changing the size,
paper quality etc. I can also arrange for the artwork to be printed and sent at extra
cost.
In what format are the files presented? The files are high quality PDF files suitable
for commercial printing.
How will I receive the files? These files can usually be attached on to an email, but
if the file is too large it will be sent by We Transfer.
Will I see a proof before I get the files? YES a proof will be sent before going to final
artwork.

If you are sending copy please do not send original material
 as documents may get lost in the post.

…and now The Legal Bit!
A quotation is active for two months from date shown.
Once a proof of the artwork has been submitted an extra charge may be asked for if
extensive amendments are required due to the client’s alterations or omissions.
It is assumed that the client owns, or has permission to use, any copyright material used in
producing new artwork.
A deposit may be asked for before commencement of work.
Final payment is due within 30 days after completion or when the proof has been approved.
When payment is made in full the complete artwork design and electronic files will become
the property of The Client.
All the elements e.g. Heraldry, Clan Crests, decoration and photographs supplied by the
artist which go to make up the complete artwork design remain the property of the artist.

David Allan SHA, FSA Scot
Umquhile Heraldic Artist & Calligrapher
in the Court of the Lord Lyon
Scrivener and Heraldist to the
Clan Cameron Association Scotland

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

david@davidallanartist.com
Please send me your ideas or email to arrange a Telephone or Zoom call to discuss.

If you want to know more about any of the illustration please email quoting the number.
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